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ABSTRACT 

‘Women Wiles’ is the story written by one of the great French writers, Guy de Maupassant, who has well depicted 

the conflicts existing in the personality of a woman. The expectations and desires of the type of life, one finds happiness in 

enfolding the luxuries of the world. The wiles of the lady reflected in the story, her personality diverts between the firm 

convictions of materialistic delights and curious wiles for comfort which she herself is befuddled about.                           

The wants and desires to be cherished or to agree to something of this sort are  far taken to the back front of  her space to 

exist. Her narration has been the weapon utilized as a part of her universe of creation that she adored for her reality.                 

The agony or joy reflected in her craft of living is in fact, a curiosity that perusers will discover as they comprehend the 

story and a part distinct from the whole point of view of the writer. 

Faith, as an advanced idea in the excursion of development, is all around reflected from the identity of the woman 

in the story. Despite the fact that she was trusted upon by her amour yet she got the perverted delight in abusing the 

underlying thought of faith or trust. The dauntlessness to be seen is in the reality she never denied the claim that she never 

took undue favor of trust. The rest stays to the perusers to discover. This research is an endeavor to investigate the goals 

specified above to change into scholarly reality. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The research is based on a French story and the views of writer undoubtedly according to French society.                

Not every woman could be related as the same, but this could be another perspective of a woman which is very rare to find 

in our society and no woman can be judged for the same. Being in the era of International relation there is always some 

impact on other countries and their civilization. Here, in my research I would like to give some light on the impact on 

Indian society. Some curiosities came into my head after going through the lines deeply such as, ‘Can 'wiles' of a lady be 

the fascination for her identity? Is identity only a constructive term or would it be able to overflow out another circle for 

itself? In our society, it might not be acceptable as per the standards of our general public instead of extreme 

understandable situations when it comes to  some other justified reasons other than ‘wiles’. The character dependably 

shows the art of developing and encountering the advanced idea of deludes or delights. It can influence you to love the 

freshness of one.The lady in the story treasures the qualities of her personality; she is truly cognizant of the for and against 

of it. The solace she had drawn from the advanced personality, something that can pull in the peruses to a more noteworthy 

degree. The defenselessness of her materialism could be tame and meandering. She depicts herself in the solid light, 

developing the sound female, equipped for leading unfairness in adoration yet with dauntlessness. This is an uncommon 
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element of her personal portrayal. This paper depends on a French story so the paper contains both English and French as 

the medium of articulation. 

Translation of Above Introduction in French 

'Les ruses' d'une femme peuventêtrel’attraction pours sapersonnalité? Peut-ilrefléter son identité à une lumière? 

L'identitéest-ellejuste un termepositifoupeut-ilsuinterd'uneautresphère pour lui-même, qui ne pourrait pas êtrepolitiquement 

correct oucorrigermoralementselon les norms de notresociété? L'identitéreflètetoujoursl'art de croissance et d'épreuve de la 

nature developed de personnalité. Il peutvous faire chérir la nouveauté desoi-même. La femme dansl'histoirechérit les traits 

de son identité, elleestassezconsciente du pour et le contre de cela. Le confortqu'elleavaitdessiné de 

l'identitédéveloppéed'elleestquelque chose qui peutattirer les lecteursdansune plus large mesure. La vulnérabilité de 

sapersonnalitéestdouce et l'errance. Elle insiste sur la productivité de son identité. Elle se représente à la forte lumière, 

apparaissant la femelle du son et forte, capable de conduirel'injusticeamoureuse, mais avec l'audace. 

C'estunecaractéristiquespéciale de sapersonnalité.Ce rechercheestbasé sur une nouvellefrançaisedonc le 

recherchecontientanglais et le françaiscomme le moyend'expression.  

The Lady in Veil of Deludes or Delights 

The lady, in the story had made different space for herself. The exploration in this paper is about her personality 

and traits, her certainty and her attitude to acknowledge her desire for luxury.She was hitched to a clerk however was 

disappointed and dissatisfied to a more prominent degree. She was extremely wonderful and charming as well.                        

Her magnificence demanded her to play with the delights of life that her poor spouse can't manage. She, in her own 

ostentation chosen to be the 'self' who could fulfill her own needs, by influencing herself as an instrument to endeavor to or 

by indulging the other being into it. This will vary as per the societal standards, yet her identity will not. She is portrayed in 

the story as the principle character, who through her waves of magnificence and feelings could indulge a minister for three 

long years. The minister furnished her with all the luxury and comfort, passionate solace, she was satisfied as well as the 

minister consequently. He developed enamored with her. The luxury and comfort were  her need as her identity demanded 

the world's best extravagance which she herself would never have managed. Her personality stood to  the test of time.                

Her ability and her bold personality are reflected in the conceivable story she made which even had characters like 'a child' 

and 'letters from Italy'. Be that as it may, the reality of the issue remains that she never ventured out to Italy and she never 

had a child. These two were the main tools she used so that she could get indulged with the minister candidly so that he 

could bolster her with more comfort. 

Was everything about the money? Did the lady just abuse the minister for her requirements? The finishing 

sections, to a specific degree reflect, however money and comfort could have been noteworthy criteria or the primary 

thought behind the intentions of the lady, but it will not be right to state that only money was the bond that reinforced 

Madame Léon and the minister together. Madame Léon became affectionate and energetic about the minister.                        

The character would have differed between the two. There was a thin bond in reality that existed between the two.                    

The personality of this lady made her sufficiently strong to let passionate subjugations be behind and propel gravely just to 

live of an existential being. 
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Guy de Maupassant has intentionally utilized the opening exchange "She persuades him that a thing costs so much 

because he would kick up a row if its price were higher”, which obviously demonstrates the materialistic idea of the 

Minister. He claims to have comprehended the woman with his comments specified over that the woman has convinced 

him by her activities so much, so that the more a woman deludes, the more her esteem delights. 

The writer has utilized a stately sentence "Le bruissementmême de sajuperemplit la moelle de vosos avec le désir" 

which in English is said, “the very rustle of her skirt fills the marrow of your bones with desire”for the purported free 

woman who is sufficiently cheerful to have easygoing post conjugal illicit relationships. The minister, all through the story 

has never utilized a solitary word or sentence to shower his connection and attachment towards the woman.                       

The sharp perception of the excellence and the skirt and the keen and minute remarks of her body veal the same.                      

"No, superior to that: her waist was excessively slight, her shoulders excessively restricted, her bosom too full,                        

no uncertainty; yet I incline toward those wonderful human dolls to that incredible statuesque body, the Venus of Milo", 

Comte de L- - has never said a solitary word or sentence in acclaim of any enthusiastic connection. 

The woman, in the story really had wiles. Her temperament was erratic, as is clear by the forthcoming words.                 

Her disappointment from her clerk spouse appears to be natural. Her better half's helplessness for money related 

opportunity might be a purpose behind the same however is this reason enough to violate the trust? Her connection to the 

minister additionally appears to be excessively normal around then yet the end uncovers her materialistic nature.                   

In Fact, she was not appended to anybody. In one of the discussion, the minister proposed her to go and join her spouse in 

Italy which was the most valuable recommendation. She replied, “Yes, but my husband has been away in Italy throughout 

the previous two months, and he won't be back for quite a while”. I stated, “You should go along with him immediately. 

She blushed to her extremely sanctuaries, and with sad eyes, mumbled: 'Yes - however - She either dared not or would not 

complete the sentence. 

She looked confounded however, she was certainly not. She looked sincerely appended to the minister, however 

she was not. Her 'Yes – however' tells a lot. This might be absolute numbness on her side however, her striking and 

preplanned moves which were uncovered later need no clarification. In another discussion which trailed their underlying 

closeness. "After the primary snapshot of trance, she recaptured her self-control, sat down and looked with a grin at this 

man who was sitting to judge her. "She addressed, "No, I have no child." Léon was not awed by the unexpected disclosure 

of her child. The minister's sibling doubted her existence. Here 'existence' implies the character of a woman.                       

Anybody, other than the spouse, if questions the values of a woman really doubt her existence. The disclosure would have 

been a stunner for a typical woman, however Léon 'recaptured her self-restraint' or over-all 'looked with a grin'.                        

This isn't an art to be produced in a day or two. Thus, it is sufficient to uncover her persona. Some other woman would 

have cried or left or asked for an expression of remorse yet she went up to confront. She was all set in her mind. One might 

say that the minister was quite mindful of the wiles of Léon. In a way, Léon understood this and was set up for the future in 

the exact next exchange of her in which she addressed simply, this 'essentially' states the same. This single word 

legitimizes the title of the story ‘Woman's Wiles’. Maupassant would have completed a profound research in choosing a 

title of the story which now is by all accounts fits the best. 

Writer's end note: "And bowing to him with a fairly mocking grin, she exited the room with no feelings, a 

performing artist who had her influence till the end", really expresses his outlook which introduces his determination to 
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have a judgmental end of the story. The words "rather mocking grin" and to more elucidate it "with no feeling" were 

intentionally utilized by the author to advance a fundamental approach of the wiles of the woman for the readers.                     

To give more light to this essential 'wile' he adds to his story.“Fiez-vousdonc à cesoiseaux-là!” which in English means “So 

trust these birds!” 

The above lines, "So trust these birds!” are the last yet most essential proclamation by the author, tracks the 

perusers on two schools of thought moving parallel to each other. One is the plain and basic method for judging the idea of 

Léon which was exhibited as it is mentioned by the writer however the other line of thought talks something unique.                   

The writer of the story has utilized numerous expressions to uncover the idea of the lady in the character of Léon however, 

it is possible that he purposely overlooked the wiles of man in the character of the minister, i.e. Comte de L—or he was 

foreordained to demonstrate the wiles of the lady over man. He is by all accounts excessively judgmental in the character 

of Léon whose personality and nature was especially instigated by the 'not a very great' minister. In the story, the woman 

carries on with her life breaking every standard of society. She is sufficiently intense to acknowledge the reality of her 

issues, regardless of whether she was blameworthy according to the societal standards. Her clear vision of life and a way of 

living might be extolled again however it looks unscrupulous. Marriage institution is one of the established set up to 

cultivate the ignoble society which requires strong establishment of benevolence and responsibility towards family. The 

woman might be acknowledged by numerous perusers as a cutting edge of self-sufficient woman yet in a perfect society 

such conduct and feeling of belongingness must not be considered. Flaws in character or purposeful breach of social 

standards break the societal structure. In my research, the lady has broken the standards of the society which can't be 

valued and regarded. I have attempted to leave a message for the readers to be sufficiently watchful to distinguish the 

noticeable limits between the cutting edge so called moral laws which are however dubiously moral. It is our duty to 

safeguard the morals of the 'moral' and ‘enlightened’ society. The lady’s life can be connected with numerous people. I 

have taken the freedom of both to think minimalistically and furthermore to think beyond the social standards. Leon's post 

conjugal issues with the minister might be acknowledged yet it can't be defended. 

CONCLUSIONS 

While completing this research paper, I have gone through a French statement which appeared to be significant 

with this present title 'woman’s wiles': "Vouspouveztrouver des femmes qui ontjamaiseuuneaffaire, maisilest difficile de 

trouverune femme qui n'aqu'unseul." i.e " You can discover a lady who has never been into any affair, yet it is elusive to 

find a lady who has only one." – Francois de La Rochefoucauld. "So think carefully before putting your trust in that kind of 

turtle dove!" – Guy de Maupassant. Like the turtle doves don't remain in  one place for a more drawn out timeframe and 

that is the reason they can't be endowed. Likewise, before building up our faith or conviction to anyone, one needs to 

remain back and set aside the opportunity to give judgments. 

"Faitessi attention de faire confiance à cesorte de pigeon de tortue!"  

“So take care of  putting your trust in that sort of turtledove!” 

The story delineates the quality of a lady whether in positive or negative light, a lady who knew how to survive in 

this world where 'joys are hard to purchase and sorrows are sold free’; she picked the way to get extravagances by leaving 

aside the obligation of feelings to the significant degree. The torment of playing hard, to achieve what she needed has not 
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well reflected as a part of her identity. She settled her decisions and assumed the liability for her wrongdoings, confronting 

the results with full certainty when experienced, with inquiries at the last end of the story. She didn't keep the sibling far 

from reality, rather confronted it strikingly, communicating everything valiantly, if nothing else we judge positively about 

her personality following the social standards. Anyways, the reality behind the enormous cover ought to be acclaimed and 

regarded. Her boldness ought to be appreciated and her assurance to lead an existence which she wanted to achieve.  

The methods can be challenged by which she needed to accomplish those ways. Her identity is true, challenged in 

the entire story. It exceptionally well relies on the person which way one needs to see the identity of such female.                

The ethics of the society may delineate her story with various points of view. So keeping the conclusion open-ended, 

people having picaresque impulses, don't win the trust of their loved ones. It conveys us to an understanding where one is 

relied upon to build trust, conviction and dedication to the individuals who add to the comprehensive improvement for a 

more extended traverse rather streak like a twinkle or lives like a turtle dove. 
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